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The Computational Complexity of Feasibility Analysis for
Conditional DAG Tasks

SANJOY BARUAH, Washington University in Saint Louis
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The Conditional DAG (CDAG) task model is used for modeling multiprocessor real-time systems containing

conditional expressions for which outcomes are not known prior to their evaluation. Feasibility analysis

for CDAG tasks upon multiprocessor platforms is shown to be complete for the complexity class pspace;

assuming np � pspace, this result rules out the use of Integer Linear Programming solvers for solving this

problem efficiently. It is further shown that there can be no pseudo-polynomial time algorithm that solves

this problem unless p = pspace.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This article investigates the feasibility analysis problem for Conditional Directed Acyclic Graph

(CDAG) tasks: the problem of determining whether a given real-time workload, which is specified
in the CDAG model ([7]; briefly described in Section 2.2), can be scheduled to always complete
by a specified deadline upon a specified number of identical processors. It follows from earlier
results [16] that a simpler version of this problem is already np-hard in the strong sense; hence,
we should not expect to obtain algorithms with polynomial or pseudo-polynomial running times
that solve this problem exactly. In the real-time literature, two kinds of algorithms are considered
for solving such feasibility analysis problems (i.e., those that are provably np-hard in the strong
sense): (i) approximation algorithms that run in polynomial or pseudo-polynomial time; or (ii) ex-
act algorithms that (necessarily, assuming p �np) run in exponential time. The latter approach
(i.e., exact algorithms) is often based upon transforming the feasibility analysis problem in poly-
nomial time into an integer linear program (ILP), and then leveraging the tremendous recent
improvements that have been obtained in the performance of ILP solvers to achieve running times
that are acceptable in practice for reasonably large problem instances.
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The main technical result in this article (Theorem 1) establishes that the CDAG feasibility

analysis problem is pspace complete—to the best of our knowledge, this is among the first “natural”
scheduling problems shown to be pspace complete—see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
PSPACE-complete_problems and Reference [9, Appendix A8].1 (In fact, Theorem 1 holds even
when the values of the parameters characterizing the CDAG are polynomial in the size of the
representation of the CDAG, there is no nesting of conditional constructs in the CDAG, and a total
ordering among them can be defined.) While at first glance our pspace hardness result may appear
to be of theoretical significance only, we emphasize that it has implications to parallel program-
ming and real-time systems design and implementation: under the widely believed assumption
that np � pspace, our result implies that an approach based on transformation to ILPs is not
likely to be helpful for solving the CDAG feasibility-analysis problem. (To our knowledge, this is
among the first feasibility-analysis problems for which such a negative result regarding the use of
ILPs has been obtained in the real-time scheduling literature.) We also show, in Section 4.4, that
the pspace hardness result holds even for CDAGs in which all numerical parameters—execution
times and the deadline—are polynomially bounded in the size of the representation of the CDAG;
hence, assuming that p � pspace as is widely believed, it also follows that pseudo-polynomial
time algorithms cannot be obtained for solving the CDAG feasibility analysis problem.

Organization. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the CDAG workload model and discuss what was previously known regarding CDAG feasibility
analysis; we also briefly summarize (in Section 2.1) some basic facts concerning the computational
complexity classes that are relevant to this article. In Section 3, we state the main result of this
article—that the CDAG feasibility analysis problem is pspace complete—and establish member-
ship of this problem in pspace. The Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) problem is a canonical
pspace-complete problem [15, 17]; in Section 4, we define a reduction from any quantified Boolean
formula F to an instance GF of the CDAG feasibility analysis problem, and in Section 5, we prove
that the quantified Boolean formula F is true if and only if GF is feasible. We close in Section 6
with a brief listing of some open questions (of particular interest: whether our pspace hardness
result can be extended to the CDAG feasibility analysis problem when the number of available
processors is a constant).

2 BACKGROUND AND MODEL

We start out in Section 2.1 with a brief summary of some basic facts concerning the computational
complexity classes that are relevant to this article. Following that, in Section 2.2, we describe the
CDAG workload model, formally define the CDAG feasibility analysis problem, and in Section 2.3,
we summarize the current state of knowledge regarding this problem.

2.1 Some Relevant Complexity Classes

We will make reference to the following three complexity classes in this article:

• p is the set of problems that can be solved by algorithms with running time polynomial in
the size of their inputs.
• np is the set of problems that can be verified by algorithms with running time polynomial

in the size of their inputs.
• pspace is the set of problems that can be solved by algorithms using an amount of space

(memory) that is polynomial in the size of their inputs. (Since this complexity class has not

1A real-time scheduling problem was shown to be pspace-hard by Geeraerts et al. [10]; however, it is debatable whether

the problem in Reference [10] can be considered to be a naturally occurring one.
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The Computational Complexity of Feasibility Analysis for Conditional DAG Tasks 14:3

previously been widely used in real-time scheduling theory, we discuss it a bit more below,
and provide some intuition of its relationship to CDAG feasibility analysis.)

It is well known that the satisfiability problem (SAT) is a paradigmatic np-complete problem. For
the class pspace the paradigmatic problem is the Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) Problem,
which has previously [15, 17] been shown to be pspace complete.

Definition 1 (The QBF). Instance. A Boolean formula in prenex normal form:

∃x1 ∀y1 ∃x2 ∀y2 . . . ∃xn ∀yn

m∧

j=1

(
�j,1 ∨ �j,2 ∨ �j,3

)
, (1)

where each xi and eachyi is a Boolean variable, and each �j,k is one of the xi oryi Boolean variables
or its negation.
Question. Does this formula evaluate to true? �

(Observe that all the variables of a quantified Boolean formula in prenex normal form are quan-
tified: It follows that the formula is either true or false.)

Two players games provide an intuitive way to understand the class pspace. In fact, pspace can be
thought of as representing the existence of a winning strategy for a particular player in bounded-
length perfect-information games that can be played in polynomial time. Namely, consider a two-
player game where players alternate making moves for a total ofn moves. Given movesm1, . . . ,mn

by the players, let M (m1, . . . ,mn ) = 1 if and only if player 1 has won the game. Then player 1 has
a winning strategy in the game if and only if there exists a move m1 that player 1 can make such
that for every possible responsem2 of player 2 there is a movem3 for player 1, such that for every
possible response m4 of player 2 . . . and so on, that yields M (m1, . . . ,mn ) = 1. Formalizations of
many popular two-player games, including checkers, generalized geography, and Sokoban, have
been proven to be pspace-complete [11].

If we consider the QBF problem, then, given a QBF formula F , the first player has to decide
values of variables x1,x2, . . . and the second player has to decide values of variables y1,y2, . . .. The
two players alternate their decision. Namely, the first player has to decide the value of x1 and then
the second player has to decide the value of y1; then the first player has to decide xi after values of
x1,x2,xi−1 and of y1,y2,yi−1 are fixed but before knowing the value of yi , that is set by the second
player after the first one has decided the value of xi . The goal of the first player is to obtain a
satisfying assignment when all truth variables have been decided by both players; therefore, the
QBF F evaluates to true if and only if the first player has a winning strategy.

2.2 The Conditional DAG (CDAG) Model

Task models based upon Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) have been proposed for the purposes
of exposing parallelism in real-time workloads: the sporadic DAG model [3] is an early example. A
task in this model is specified as a 3-tuple (G,D,T ), where G is a DAG, D a positive integer repre-
senting the relative deadline of the task, andT a positive integer representing the period parameter
of the task. The task repeatedly releases dag-jobs, each of which is a collection of sequential jobs.
Successive dag-jobs are released a duration of at least T time units apart. The DAG G is specified
as G = (V ,E), where V is a set of vertices and E a set of directed edges between these vertices.
Each v ∈ V represents a job, which corresponds to the execution of a sequential piece of code and
is characterized by a worst-case execution time (WCET). These jobs are to be executed upon a
given multiprocessor platform comprising a specified number of identical processors. We assume
global scheduling –a job may execute upon any processor. We will consider both preemptive sched-
uling (where preempting an executing job and resuming its execution upon any processor at a
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14:4 S. Baruah and A. Marchetti-Spaccamela

Fig. 1. A canonical conditional construct.

later point in time incurs no penalty) and non-preemptive scheduling (where such preemption is
forbidden). The edges represent precedence constraints between pairs of jobs: if (v1,v2) ∈ E, then
job v1 must complete execution before job v2 can begin execution. A release of a dag-job of the
task at time-instant t means that all |V | jobs v ∈ V are released at t . If a dag-job is released at time
t , then all |V | jobs that were released at t must complete execution by time t + D.
Conditional DAG tasks. The CDAG task model was introduced [2, 14] to model the execution of
conditional (e.g., if-then-else) constructs in parallel real-time code. A CDAG task, too, is specified
as a 3-tuple (G,D,T ), where G = (V ,E) is a DAG, and D and T are positive integers denoting the
relative deadline and period parameters of the task. They differ from regular sporadic DAGs in that
certain vertices ∈ V are designated as conditional vertices that are defined in matched pairs, each
such pair defining a conditional construct. Let (c1, c2) be such a pair in the DAG G = (V ,E)—see
Figure 1. Informally speaking, vertex c1 represents a point in the code where a conditional expres-
sion is evaluated and, depending upon the outcome of this evaluation, control will subsequently
flow along one of two different possible branches. It is required that these two different branches
meet again at a common point in the code, represented by the vertex c2. More formally,

(1) There are two outgoing edges from c1 in E (say, to the vertices s1 and s2), and two incoming
edges to c2 (say, from the vertices t1 and t2), in E—see Figure 1.

(2) For each � ∈ {1, 2}, let V ′
�
⊆ V and E ′

�
⊆ E denote all the vertices and edges on paths

reachable from s� that do not include vertex c2. Vertex s� must be the sole source vertex of

the DAG G ′
�

def
= (V ′

�
,E ′

�
), and vertex t� must be the sole sink vertex of G ′

�
.

(3) It must hold that V ′1
⋂
V ′2 = ∅. Additionally for each � ∈ {1, 2}, (i) with the exception of

(c1, s� ) there should be no edges in E into vertices inV ′
�

from vertices that are not inV ′
�
; and

(ii) with the exception of (t�, c2) there should be no edges in E from vertices inV ′
�

to vertices
that are not in V ′

�
.

Edges (v1,v2) between pairs of vertices neither of which are conditional nodes represent prece-
dence constraints exactly as in traditional sporadic DAGs, while edges involving conditional nodes
represent conditional execution of code. More specifically, let (c1, c2) denote a defined pair of con-
ditional vertices that together define a conditional construct. The semantics of conditional DAG
execution mandate that

• After the job c1 completes execution, exactly one of its two successor jobs becomes eligible
to execute; it is not known beforehand which successor job this may be.
• Job c2 begins to execute upon the completion of exactly one of its two predecessor jobs.

In the remainder of this article, without loss of generality, we make the simplifying assumption

that each of the conditional vertices c1 and c2 demarcating a conditional construct has zero execution

time.
We are now ready to formally define the problem that is the focus of this paper.

Definition 2 (The CDAG Feasibility Analysis Problem). Given a CDAG G, a number p ∈ N of
processors upon which G is to execute, and a relative deadline parameter D, determine whether

ACM Transactions on Parallel Computing, Vol. 10, No. 3, Article 14. Publication date: September 2023.
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it is feasible to schedule G on the p processors such that it always completes execution within an
interval of duration D, regardless of which conditional constructs inG evaluate to true and which
evaluate to false.

(We reiterate that our results for this problem apply to both variants of this problem where
preemption is permitted and where it is forbidden.)
Why this is a difficult problem. It has been widely recognized [2, 8, 14, 18] that combinatorial

explosion is a major reason why CDAG feasibility analysis is such a difficult problem: exponen-
tially many different combinations of outcomes are possible of the evaluation of the conditional
constructs in a single task, each of which may require a very different collection of jobs to be
scheduled for execution. There is, however, an additional aspect to the difficulty of this problem
that has received somewhat less attention: its inherently on line nature. Consider the following
simple illustrative example for a restricted/ typed CDAG [12] (i.e., where vertices are pre-assigned
to individual processors):

There are two possible outcomes of the execution of the sole conditional construct, and it may be
verified that upon either outcome the set of vertices that must be executed is individually schedu-
lable. However, which of vertices B or C , both assigned to the same processor, should execute
over time-interval [0, 1] necessarily differs in these two schedules and hence depends upon the
outcome of the conditional construct’s evaluation. But the conditional construct is only executed
after time-instant 1, and hence this information is revealed too late. Thus, this CDAG is infeasible
despite the sets of vertices needing to be executed upon either outcome being feasible.
CDAG feasibility as a two-player game. We can cast CDAG feasibility in the two-player game
framework discussed in Section 2.1. Given a CDAG and a deadlineD, the first move of player 1 (the
scheduler) is to decide the set of jobs to be scheduled until the first branch is executed; then player
2 (the environment) decides the outcome of the branch. The game continues until the scheduling
is completed, and the scheduler wins the game if and only if its strategy is able to complete the
schedule in D time units for all outcomes of branches (i.e., all decisions of the environment).

2.3 Summarizing Prior Complexity Results

Ullman showed [16] that it is NP-complete in the strong sense to determine whether a given DAG
can be scheduled to meet a specified deadline under global or partitioned scheduling upon an
identical multiprocessor platform, regardless of whether preemption is permitted or forbidden.
Jansen subsequently showed [12] that feasibility analysis of DAGs is NP-hard in the strong sense
for restricted/ typed DAGs (where each vertex is pre-assigned to a particular processor), again
under both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling. Since these basic problems are already
NP-hard in the strong sense, so are the corresponding problems for the more general CDAG model.
It is also known that all these problems are also in NP for (regular) DAGs.

As for the complexity of the feasibility problem for CDAGs, it has been shown [1] that scheduling
conditional DAGs is co-NPNP hard; it is also known [13] that computing the worst case makespan

ACM Transactions on Parallel Computing, Vol. 10, No. 3, Article 14. Publication date: September 2023.



14:6 S. Baruah and A. Marchetti-Spaccamela

for a conditional DAG under list scheduling with an arbitrary but fixed ordering is co-np complete.
Finally, the problem was shown to be pspace complete [4] for restricted/ typed CDAGs; in this
article, we generalize the techniques used in Reference [4] to show that this is also true for global
scheduling.

In Reference [10] the authors studied the complexity of checking whether a sporadic task sys-
tem is schedulable under a given scheduler on an identical multiprocessor platform. They show
that the problem is PSPACE hard with a reduction from the universality problem for (finite state
labeled) automata, that, given a labeled automaton A asks whether A accepts all strings. Namely,
given a labeled automaton A, Reference [10] defines a set of sporadic tasks T and an algorithm R
and proves that T is schedulable using algorithm R if and only if automaton A verifies the univer-
sality property. Note that the definition of the scheduler depends on the input automaton: For two
different labeled automata A1 and A2 the reduction defines two different task sets S1, S2 and two
different algorithms R1 and R2. Therefore, the result does not imply that the feasibility problem of
scheduling a sporadic task system is pspace-hard.

3 THE COMPLEXITY OF CDAG FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

The main technical result of this article is a proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The CDAG feasibility analysis problem is pspace complete.

In this section, we will establish that this problem is in pspace; pspace hardness is shown in the
subsequent two sections. As discussed in Section 2.2 above (and illustrated on an example), the dif-
ficulty in scheduling CDAGs appears to arise from two primary sources: combinatorial explosion,
and the on-line nature of the problem. While combinatorial explosion is not really an issue when
designing pspace algorithms, dealing with the on-line nature of CDAG scheduling merits some
careful handling. Consider any algorithm for testing feasibility of CDAGs. The schedule starts ex-
ecution with no knowledge of the outcomes of the execution of conditional vertices; hence, at the
beginning it chooses for execution a set of vertices that execute prior to knowing the outcome of
the execution of any conditional vertex. This observation motivates the definition of sets of initial

vertices—Definition 3 below. Let us assume for simplicity that each (non-conditional) vertex has
worst-case execution time equal to one (later in this section, we will generalize the definition in a
straightforward manner to the case where WCETs may exceed one).

Definition 3 (Set of Initial Vertices). A set S of the vertices in CDAG G that is to be scheduled
upon p processors is an initial set of vertices if

• S contains at least one, and no more than p, conditional vertices that begin conditional
constructs;
• all predecessor vertices of all vertices in S are also in S ; and
• the vertices in S can be scheduled starting at time 0 such that the conditional vertices in S

all execute at the last time instant in the schedule.

Algorithm 1 determines the smallest possible makespan that can be guaranteed for a CDAG by
any non-clairvoyant scheduler. For each set of initial vertices S it computes the optimal schedule
in which the conditional vertices are processed all together at the end. The execution of these ver-
tices provides the information of the outcomes of all conditional executions in S . Let G ′ denote
the subgraph of G obtained by removing the vertices in S (since they have already executed) and
vertices that need not execute as a consequence of the outcomes of the conditional executions
in S . Algorithm 1 proceeds recursively on G ′, repeatedly calling itself recursively until all condi-
tional vertices have been processed; at this point the algorithm optimally schedules the remaining
(unconditional) DAG.

ACM Transactions on Parallel Computing, Vol. 10, No. 3, Article 14. Publication date: September 2023.
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ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm Compute(G )

Input: CDAG G
Output: The smallest f for which G is guaranteed to be schedulable with makespan ≤ f by an optimal non-clairvoyant

algorithm, for all combinations of outcomes of the execution of the conditional vertices
1 f = ∞
2 if G contains conditional vertices then
3 for each set S of initial vertices in G do (See Definition 3)
4 (initial vertices of S are executed such that conditional vertices are executed at the end)
5 d= minimum duration of any schedule for S in which the conditional vertices are scheduled concurrently at

the end
6 let G′ be the subgraph obtained from G by removing the vertices in S

7 let CS be the set of conditional vertices in S

8 e = 0 (e will denote the largest possible makespan of G′)
9 for each truth assignment T of conditions in CS do

10 let G′
T

be the subgraph obtained from G′ assuming T

11 e = max(e, Compute(G′
T

))

12 f = min(f , d + e )

13 else
14 f = the minimum duration of a schedule of G upon p processors

15 return f

To establish that Algorithm 1 requires space that is polynomial in the size of the input CDAGG,
we observe that the enumeration of the set of initial vertices of G and of outcomes of conditional
executions for the considered set of initial vertices can be done using spaceO (nc ), where c denotes
the number of conditional vertices. This is therefore the space requirement of the procedure exclud-
ing the space requirements of recursive calls. Note that recursive calls of Algorithm Compute(G )
take as input sub-graphs G ′ of G that have at least one conditional vertex fewer than G does; it
follows that the depth of the recursive calls is bounded by c . It follows that the space requirement
of Algorithm 1 is O (nc2).

Algorithm 1 is easily extended to the case when WCETs are arbitrary positive integers and pre-
emption is allowed. Namely, the definition of initial set of vertices (Definition 3) should be modified
to include the integer WCET of each vertex. Therefore, if pmax denotes the maximum WCET, then
the memory requirement to encode an initial set is O (n logpmax ) and the procedure can be im-
plemented with space O (cn logpmax ). It follows that the space requirement of the procedure is
O (nc2 logpmax ).

4 A POLYNOMIAL-TIME REDUCTION

In Section 3, we showed that the CDAG feasibility analysis problem is in pspace; this section and
the next one are devoted to proving that this problem is also pspace-hard. In this section, we will
define a polynomial time reduction from QBF (see Definition 1) to the CDAG feasibility analysis
problem: given a quantified Boolean formula F , we will describe how to construct a CDAGGF and
compute a deadline D, and provide some intuition of the motivation for this construction. Then, in
Section 5, we will rigorously prove that GF can be feasibly scheduled under both preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling for all outcomes to the conditional branches if and only if F is true,
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1.

Rather than working directly with the version of QBF defined in Definition 1, we find it conve-
nient to reduce from a variant in which the outermost quantifier is universally quantified. (The
two are easily shown to be equivalent, since either can be converted to the other by simply adding
a dummy Boolean variable.) Hence, let x1,x2, . . . ,xn and y1,y2, . . . ,yn denote Boolean variables;

ACM Transactions on Parallel Computing, Vol. 10, No. 3, Article 14. Publication date: September 2023.



14:8 S. Baruah and A. Marchetti-Spaccamela

we will define a reduction from a quantified Boolean formula,

F
def
= ∀y1 ∃x1 ∀y2 ∃x2 ∀y3 . . . ∃xi ∀yi . . . ∀ yn ∃xn

m∧

k=1

(
�k,1 ∨ �k,2 ∨ �k,3

)
, (2)

where each �k, j is one of the xi or yi Boolean variables or its negation (i.e., �k, j ∈
⋃n

i=1{xi ,
¬xi ,yi ,¬yi } for each (k, j ) ∈ [1, . . . ,m] × [1, 2, 3]), to an instance of the CDAG feasibility anal-
ysis problem.

Specifically, we will define how a CDAG GF is constructed that is feasible with a deadline

D = 6n + 1 (3)

upon p processors, where p is as defined below—see Equation (7)—if and only if F as defined in
Equation (2) is true.

Let α , β , and γ denote any integers satisfying the following constraints2:

α = 60m, (4)

β = 6α , (5)

γ = 6β . (6)

With these values defined, we choose the number of processors as follows:

p = (6mγ + 2). (7)

In the remainder of this section, we describe in detail how GF may be constructed from F , and
provide some intuitive justification for the manner of construction; a formal proof thatGF is always
schedulable to complete with makespan D upon p processors if any only if F is true is provided
in Section 5.

We now introduce some notation and terminology. In our diagrams of the graph we will con-
struct, we will continue to represent conditional vertices as diamonds, and continue with our sim-
plifying assumption that these vertices have zero execution duration.3 We additionally introduce
“join nodes” that we represent as small black filled circles; these exist solely for notational conve-
nience, and we hence assume that they, too, have execution duration equal to zero.

A final notational convenience: for any integera ≥ 1, in our graph diagrams a© denotesa parallel
nodes each of WCET 1, all preceded and succeeded by a single join node:

In the remainder of this article, we may refer to scheduling of such subgraphs as scheduling
of a single node; namely, scheduling of a© at time t means that all a vertices of the subgraph are
scheduled at time t .

2The choice of the constants 6, 60 in these definitions is somewhat arbitrary; informally, the intent is to ensure that (a

constant ×m) � α � β � γ .
3However, we will assume that the result of the test performed at time t cannot be used at time t by the scheduler.

ACM Transactions on Parallel Computing, Vol. 10, No. 3, Article 14. Publication date: September 2023.
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Fig. 2. Subgraphs Xi , Yi , andWi .

4.1 Representing the Variables

For each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we define two subgraphs Xi and Yi . There is a pair of vertices in subgraph
Xi (Yi , respectively) labeled Xi and ¬Xi (Yi and ¬Yi , respectively)—see the top row of Figure 2. In-
formally speaking, the intended interpretation is that assigning true (false, respectively) to the
Boolean variable xi in the quantified Boolean formula F of Equation (2) “corresponds” to having
completed the scheduling of the vertex labeled Xi (¬Xi , respectively) by a particular point in time
that we will specify later in this section; a similar correspondence is intended between the assign-
ment of a truth value to yi and the scheduling of the vertices labeled Yi and ¬Yi in subgraph Yi .

Notice that the subgraphs Xi and Yi do not contain conditional vertices; these are instead to be
found in the subgraphsWi , also defined for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that are as depicted in the bottom row
in Figure 2. For theseWi subgraphs let us assume without loss of generality that the upper branch
is taken if the conditional expression evaluates to true, and the bottom branch if it evaluates to
false.

We now describe the manner in which the 3n subgraphs constructed as above are connected
with each other (see Figure 3):

(1) For each i , 1 ≤ i < n,
• There is an edge from the last vertex inWi to the first vertices ofWi+1,Xi+1, and Yi+1.
• There is an edge from the last vertex in Xi to the first vertex ofWi+1.
• There is an edge from the last vertex in Yi to the first vertex ofWi+1.

(2) There is an edge from the last vertex inWn ,Xn , andYn to a single vertexV that has WCET 1.

Intuition. We now provide some insights into our motivation for constructing the Xi ,Yi , and
Wi subgraphs in the manner described above.

Since

• eachWi has a makespan of 6,
• there is an edge from the last vertex ofWi to the first vertex ofWi+1 for each i < n,
• there is an edge from the last vertex ofWn to a single vertex V of WCET 1, and
• the deadline is 6n + 1 (see Equation (3)),

it immediately follows that in any correct schedule the entire subgraphWi , i = 1, 2, . . . ,n must
execute over the interval [6(i − 1), 6i] for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n; moreover at each time step all nodes
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Fig. 3. Connecting the subgraphs: the connections between the subgraphs indexed by (i − 1), i , and (i + 1)
are depicted, as well as edges from subgraphs calXn ,Wn ,Yn to a single vertex V with WCET 1.

of Wi that are ready for execution must be scheduled to execute. Additionally, since for each i
(1 ≤ i < n) there is an edge from the last vertex of Wi to the first vertex of Xi+1 and the first
vertex ofYi+1 and an edge from the last vertex of Xi and the last vertex ofYi to the first vertex of
Wi+1, in any correct schedule the entire subgraphs Xi and Yi must also execute over the interval
[6(i − 1), 6i] for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We will ensure (see Section 4.2 below) that the availability of processors is such that theWi ,Xi ,
and Yi subgraphs can be scheduled in such a manner that

(1) If the conditional expression in subgraphWi evaluates to true (thereby taking the upper
branch), then vertex Yi of the subgraph Yi may complete by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3; both
vertices {Yi ,¬Yi } complete by time-instant 6i .

(2) If, however, the conditional expression in subgraph Wi evaluates to false and takes the
lower branch, then it is the vertex ¬Yi that may complete by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3; both
vertices {Yi ,¬Yi } complete by time-instant 6i .

(3) At most one of the vertices {Xi ,¬Xi } of the subgraph Xi may complete by time-instant
6(i − 1) + 3; both complete by time-instant 6i .

4.2 Controlling Processor Availability

Recall (Equation (7)) that we had chosen the number of processors p in our CDAG feasibility prob-
lem instance to be (6mγ + 2). To achieve the intended schedule discussed in Section 4.1 above over
the interval [6(i − 1), 6i] for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we must restrict the number of these processors
that are available upon which to execute these sub-graphs. We do so by constructing an additional
sub-graph, U , that is a complete D-partite graph, where D = 6n + 1 (see Equation (3)) denotes
the deadline of our CDAG feasibility problem instance. That is, the vertices of subgraph U may
be partitioned into D disjoint subsetsU1,U2, . . . ,UD such that there is an edge from each vertex in
Ut to each vertex in Ut+1 for each t , 1 ≤ t < D. Each vertex has WCET 1, and the number of ver-
tices in eachUt is chosen to ensure the processor availability depicted in Figure 4. This is achieved
by choosing |Ut |, the number of vertices in Ut , to be equal to p minus the number of processors
that we intend to have available during the time-interval [t − 1, t]. (Hence, for example,UD would
contain a single vertex, since (p − (6mγ + 1)) = (6mγ + 2 − 6mγ − 1) = 1.)

The number of processors left unconsumed by U in any correct schedule for the instance is
depicted visually in Figure 4.

4.3 Representing the Clauses

Note that a clause (�k,1 ∨ �k,2 ∨ �k,3) may be satisfied by having either one, two, or all three of the
literals {�k,1, �k,2, �k,3} evaluate to true. Ullman [16] observed that this is equivalent to asserting
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Fig. 4. Controlling the availability of processors—see Section 4.2.

Fig. 5. The subgraphZk, j . It comprises a chain of D − 3 vertices, the last labeled γ and the rest, 1. Three of

the vertices in the chain each have an additional incoming edge.

that in any satisfying assignment exactly one of the following seven conjuncts evaluates to true:
(i) (�k,1∧¬�k,2∧¬�k,3), (ii) (¬�k,1∧�k,2∧¬�k,3), (iii) (¬�k,1∧¬�k,2∧�k,3), (iv) (�k,1∧�k,2∧¬�k,3),
(v) (�k,1 ∧ ¬�k,2 ∧ �k,3), (vi) (¬�k,1 ∧ �k,2 ∧ �k,3), and (vii) (�k,1 ∧ �k,2 ∧ �k,3). (Here, the negation
operation is interpreted in the usual manner: for any Boolean variable v , we have ¬¬v = v .) This
observation motivates the definition for each clause Cj of seven subgraphs, Zj,1,Zj,2, . . . ,Zj,7,
one to “represent” each of the seven conjuncts. These seven subgraphs can each be depicted as
a chain of (D − 3) vertices, the first (D − 4) of which have WCET 1 and the last is labeled γ
thereby denoting that it represents γ parallel vertices each with WCET 1 (here γ is as defined
in Equation (6)), with three additional incoming edges—see Figure 5. For each of the seven chains,
these three additional incoming edges are from the vertices corresponding to4 the literals in the
conjunct that the chain represents. Specifically,

• if the literal is xi (¬xi , respectively) then there is an edge from the vertex Xi (the vertex ¬Xi ,
respectively) of subdag Xi to the (6(i − 1) + 4)th vertex in the chain
• if the literal is yi (¬yi , respectively) then there is an edge from the vertex Yi (the vertex ¬Yi ,

respectively) of subdag Yi to the (6(i − 1) + 4)th vertex in the chain.

We illustrate via an example.

4This notion of correspondence is described in Section 4.1: literal xi (¬xi , respectively) corresponds to vertex Xi (¬Xi ,

respectively) of subgraph Xi , and literal yi (¬yi , respectively) corresponds to vertex Yi (¬Yi , respectively) of subgraph Yi .
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Example 1. Suppose the kth clause in the QBF F is (x5∨y3∨¬y7). By Ullman’s observation [16],
in any truth assignment for which this clause evaluates to true, exactly one of the seven conjuncts
(i) (x5 ∧ ¬y3 ∧ y7), (ii) (¬x5 ∧ y3 ∧ y7), (iii) (¬x5 ∧ ¬y3 ∧ ¬y7), (iv) (x5 ∧ y3 ∧ y7), (v) (x5 ∧ ¬y3 ∧
¬y7), (vi) (¬x5 ∧ y3 ∧ ¬y7), (vii) (x5 ∧ y3 ∧ ¬y7) evaluates to true. Let us consider the sixth of
these conjuncts: (¬x5 ∧y3 ∧ ¬y7). In our construction of the CDAG GF , this clause is represented
by the subdag Zk,6. The three additional incoming edges into the chain Zk,6 are therefore as
follows:

(1) From the vertex labeled ¬X5 in the sub-DAG X5 into the (6 × 4 + 4) = 28th vertex in the
chain;

(2) From the vertex labeled Y3 in the sub-DAG Y3 to the (6 × 2 + 4) = 16th vertex in the chain;
and

(3) From the vertex labeled ¬Y7 in the sub-DAGY7 to the (6× 6+ 4) = 40th vertex in the chain.

We point out that this chain has makespan (D − 3); hence, if it is to complete execution by time-
instant (D−3), then it must execute without interruption. For this to happen it is necessary that the
vertices in X5,Y3, and Y7 that are labeled ¬X5,Y3, and ¬Y7, respectively, each complete execution
by time-instants 27, 15, and 39, respectively. �

Intuition. We now provide some insights into our motivation for constructing the Zk, j sub-
graphs in the manner described above. In Section 5, we will formally show that the availability
of processors (discussed in Section 4.2 above) is such that in any correct schedule, at least one of
the seven subdagsZj,1,Zj,2, . . . ,Zj,7 must complete execution by time-instant (D − 3). Since the
makespan of each is D − 3, this immediately implies that at least one of these seven subgraphs
must execute without interruption over the interval [0, (D − 3)]. We will show, in Section 5, a cor-
respondence between this happening and a truth assignment to the Boolean variables that causes
the kth clause to be satisfied—i.e., evaluate to true.

4.4 Putting the Pieces Together

The graphGF constructed from QBF F in the manner described above comprises two (weakly) con-
nected components: the 3nWi ,Xi , and Yi subgraphs (1 ≤ i ≤ n), vertexV , and the 7m subgraphs
Zk,1,Zk,2, . . . ,Zk,7 (1 ≤ k ≤ m) form one component; the subgraphU forms the other. Since the
values of α , β , and γ (as defined in Equations (4)–(6)) are all polynomial in m, it follows that both
the size of this DAG GF that we construct, and the value of the deadline parameter D, are both
polynomial in the size of the QBF F .

We also point out that there are n conditional expressions—one perWi —in GF , that there is no
nesting of conditional expressions, and that there is a total ordering among them.

Based on these observations above, it directly follows from Theorem 1 (which we will formally
prove in the next section) that

Corollary 1. The CDAG feasibility analysis problem is pspace hard even when

(1) the values of the parameters (WCETs, D) characterizing the CDAG are polynomial in the size

of the representation of the CDAG; and

(2) there is no nesting of conditional constructs in the CDAG, and a total ordering among them can

be defined (such that the exact order in which they will execute is a priori known).

That is, the CDAG feasibility analysis problem cannot be solved by a pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm (assuming p � pspace), and remains computationally highly intractable even when the
structural relationship among the conditional constructs is very simple—a linear chain.
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5 PROOF OF PSPACE HARDNESS

In this section, we rigorously establish the correctness of Theorem 1 by showing that the CDAGGF ,
constructed from the given quantified Boolean formula F of Equation (2) as detailed in the previous
section, is always schedulable to complete with makespan D (Equation (3)) upon p processors
(Equation (7)) if and only if F is true, regardless of whether preemption is permitted or forbidden.
The presentation is divided in two parts—Lemma 1 (Section 5.1) establishes that if F is true then
GF is always scheduled correctly, while Lemma 2 (Section 5.2) shows that the schedulability ofGF

implies that F is true.

5.1 If F is True, then GF is Schedulable

The CDAGGF that we constructed in Section 4 above has n conditional constructs, where n is the
number of xi variables (and also the number of yi variables) in the quantified Boolean formula
F defined in Equation (2). On any particular complete execution of the task, the outcome of the
evaluation of each of the n conditionals will be either true or false. We will now establish that
if the quantified Boolean formula F as defined in Equation (2) is true then GF can be scheduled
upon p processors to complete within its specified deadline D for all 2n possible combinations of
these outcomes.

Lemma 1. If the quantified Boolean formula F of Equation (2) is true, then the CDAG GF con-

structed as described in Section 4 can be scheduled to always complete within a deadline D = (6n+ 1)
upon p = (6mγ + 1) processors, where γ is as defined in Equation (6).

Assume F is true; we define below a run-time scheduling algorithm for GF upon p processors
that completes within the deadline D for any combination of outcomes of its n conditional expres-
sions. Although at any time this algorithm only makes scheduling decisions regarding the jobs
corresponding to all the vertices in GF that are currently eligible to execute, we will, for ease of
presentation, first describe (and prove properties of) the manner in which it schedules the sub-
graph U ; next, how it schedules the Xi ,Yi , andWi subgraphs; and finally, how it schedules the
Zk, j subgraphs.

The subgraphU . Our run-time scheduling algorithm assigns greatest priority to the vertices
of the subgraph U , thereby ensuring that the number of processors available for executing the
remainder of GF is as specified in Section 4.2. The following claim is easily seen to be correct by
construction: our choice, as articulated in Section 4.2, of the number of vertices to have in each
partition Ui of the vertices ofU , ensures this.

Claim 1.1. All vertices in subgraphU complete execution by the deadline D.

TheXi ,Yi , andWi subgraphs. We now address the manner in which our run-time algorithm
schedules the vertices in the subgraphs Xi ,Yi , and Wi for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe that the
conditional expression (the diamond-shaped vertex) in W1 is eligible to execute at time-instant
0; our run-time scheduler will ensure (see Claim 1.2 below) that for each i > 1 the conditional
expression inWi is eligible to execute at time-instant 6(i − 1). It does so in the following manner.
Suppose the conditional expression in Wi is executed at time-instant t . We will see below that
the remaining processor availability (after scheduling vertices of subdag U ) that is depicted in
Figure 4 enables our run-time algorithm to construct the following schedules over [t , t + 6].

• Suppose that the conditional expression evaluates to true; intuitively (as discussed in
Section 4.1), we associate this with the Boolean variable yi being assigned value true. Since
F is assumed to be true, it must be the case that xi can subsequently be assigned some truth
value such that F evaluates to true when yi is true and xi gets this value.
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Recall from Section 4.1 that we have assumed that the upper branch of the conditional con-
struct needs to execute when the conditional expression evaluates to true. In so doing, our
run-time algorithm executes each of the subgraphsWi ,Yi , and Xi upon the following num-
ber of processors over the interval [t , t + 6):

Time Intervals

Subgraph [t , t + 1) [t + 1, t + 2) [t + 2, t + 3) [t + 3, t + 4) [t + 4, t + 5) [t + 5, t + 6)
Wi 1 α 1 1 1 1
Yi α 1 2 α 1 0
Xi 0 0 β 0 0 β

in a manner that completes execution of (i) vertex Yi at time-instant (t + 3); (ii) vertex ¬Yi

at time-instant (t + 5); (iii) Xi (¬Xi , respectively) by time-instant (t + 3) if the value true
(false, respectively) is assigned to xi to have F evaluate to true whenyi is true; and (iv) the
remaining vertex from among {Xi ,¬Xi } by time-instant t + 6. (We will prove in Claim 1.2
that this is possible.)
• Suppose that the conditional expression evaluates to false; we informally associate this with

the Boolean variable yi being assigned value false. Since F is assumed to be true, xi can
subsequently be assigned some value in {true, false} such that F evaluates to true when
yi is false and xi gets this value.
Recall that the lower branch of the conditional construct needs to execute when the con-
ditional expression evaluates to false. In this case, our run-time algorithm executes the
subgraphsWi ,Yi , and Xi upon the following number of processors each:

Time Intervals

Subgraph [t , t + 1) [t + 1, t + 2) [t + 2, t + 3) [t + 3, t + 4) [t + 4, t + 5) [t + 5, t + 6)
Wi α 1 1 1 1 1
Yi 1 α 1 α 1 1
Xi 0 0 β 0 0 β

in a manner that completes execution of (i) vertex ¬Yi at time-instant (t + 3); (ii) vertex Yi

at time-instant (t + 5); (iii) Xi (¬Xi , respectively) by time-instant (t + 3) if the value true
(false, respectively) is assigned to xi to have F evaluate to true when yi is false; and
(iv) the remaining vertex from among {Xi ,¬Xi } by time-instant t + 6. (We will again prove
in Claim 1.2 that this is possible.)

Note that the above scheduling decisions are only based on the truth values of variables xi and
yi and, therefore, they are compliant with the definition of DAGGF . The following establishes that
the schedule generated by the run-time scheduling algorithm described above does indeed map
the truth values of the Boolean variables to the scheduling of the Xi ,¬Xi ,Yi , and ¬Yi vertices.

Claim 1.2. For all i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, the following hold

(1) The graphsWi ,Xi ,Yi , execute entirely within the interval [6(i − 1), 6i ).
(2) If the truth value of variableyi is true (false, respectively), then the vertex ofYi that is labeled

Yi (¬Yi , respectively) will complete by time 6(i − 1) + 3; otherwise it will complete by time 6i .
(3) If the truth value of variable xi is true (false, respectively), then all β jobs ofXi corresponding

to the vertex labeled Xi (¬Xi , respectively) will complete by time 6(i − 1) + 3; otherwise, they

will complete by time 6i .

Proof. To prove this claim, we have to show that the processor availability depicted in Figure 4
allows the run-time algorithm to construct the schedules discussed above for both the cases when
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the conditional expression in the ith conditional construct evaluates to true and when it evaluates
to false. This is proved by induction on i .

Base case (i = 0). The conditional expression in W1 has no predecessors and so executes at
time-instant 6(i − 1) = 6 × 0 = 0. From Figure 4, it is evident that the processor availability over
the interval [0, 6]:

Time Intervals

[0, 1) [1, 2) [2, 3) [3, 4) [4, 5) [5, 6)
(α + 7m + 3) (α + 7m + 3) (β + 7m + 3) (α + 7m + 3) (7m + 3) (β + 7m + 3)

is (more than) adequate to both provide the required number of processors when the conditional
expression evaluates to true (false, respectively), and to ensure that the vertices labeled X1 and
¬X1 complete as stated in the claim. To see that the vertices labeled Y1 and ¬Y1 also complete
as stated in the claim, observe that we associate executing the upper (lower, respectively) branch
ofW1 with the variable y1 having truth value true (false, respectively); such execution of the
upper (lower, respectively) branch of W1 consumes the α processors available during the time-
interval [0, 1] ([1, 2], respectively), but leaves the α processors available during the time-interval
[1, 2] ([0, 1], respectively) for the predecessor vertex of vertex Y1 (¬Y1, respectively) to execute
and thereby enables vertex Y1 (¬Y1, respectively) to complete by time-instant 3. Furthermore, it is
evident that all four vertices X1,¬X1,Y1, and ¬Y1 complete by time-instant 6.

Induction Step. Given, as an induction hypothesis, that Xi−1,Yi−1, andWi−1 all complete by
time-instant 6(i−1), an argument virtually identical to the one in the base case above may be used:
the processor availability over [6(i − 1), 6i] is given by

Time Intervals

[6(i − 1), 6(i − 1) + 1) [6(i − 1) + 1, 6(i − 1) + 2) [6(i − 1) + 2, 6(i − 1) + 3) [6(i − 1) + 3, 6(i − 1) + 4) [6(i − 1) + 4, 6(i − 1) + 5) [6(i − 1) + 5, 6i )

α + 7m + 3 α + 7m + 3 β + 7m + 3 α + 7m + 3 7m + 3 β + 7m + 3

which is identical to the availability in the base case, and hence analogous conclusions can be
drawn.

And finally, note from Figure 4 that the processor availability for the case i = n is in fact even
greater—there are additional mγ processors available in the interval [6(n − 1) + 3, 6(n − 1) + 4]—
and hence the run-time algorithm is once again able to schedule Xn ,Yn , andWn to possess the
properties expressed in the claim above. �

The following claim immediately follows by observing that all vertices of Xn ,Yn , andWn com-
plete by time 6n and and considering the processor availability in [D,D − 1].

Claim 1.3. Vertex V completes execution by time D.

The Zk, j subgraphs. We have seen above how our run-time algorithm schedules the subgraph
U as well as theXi ,Yi , andWi subgraphs 1 ≤ i ≤ n. It remains to discuss how the Zk, j subgraphs
are to be scheduled. The run-time algorithm executes these upon the processors that are left over
after the scheduling of the subgraphU and the Xi ,Yi , andWi subgraphs as previously described
above, by prioritizing the scheduling of the first (D−4) vertices of any of theseZk, j subgraphs over
the scheduling of the last vertex of any Zk, j subgraph. We now establish that all these subgraphs
are successfully scheduled in this manner.

Claim 1.4. Exactlym subgraphsZk, j , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, complete execution by 6(n − 1) + 4.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for each k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, the last γ parallel jobs of exactly one
subgraphZj,k are ready for execution at time 6(n − 1) + 3. Therefore, the mγ processors that are
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available over [6(n − 1) + 3, 6(n − 1) + 4)—see Figure 4—can be used to complete the execution of
these jobs by time 6(n − 1) + 4.

Recall from Section 4.3 that the seven subgraphs Zk, j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 7, “represent” the seven
possible satisfying assignments of the kth clause and that at most one of these assignments can be
true. We now observe that if literal xi (¬xi , respectively) belongs to subgraphZk, j for some k and
j, then there is an edge from the vertex labeled Xi (¬Xi , respectively) of Xi to the 6(i − 1) + 4th
vertex of the chain Zk, j . Claim 1.2.(3) asserts that if this vertex Xi (¬Xi , respectively) does not
complete by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3 it will complete at time 6i , thus delaying execution of Zk, j

for up to three time units. Analogously, if literal yi (¬yi , respectively) belongs to subgraph Zk, j

for some k and j, then there is an edge from the vertex labeled Yi (¬Yi , respectively) of Yi to the
6(i − 1) + 4th vertex of the chain Zk, j . Claim 1.2.(2) asserts that if vertex Yi (¬Yi , respectively)
does not complete by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3 it will complete by time-instant 6i , thus delaying
execution ofZk, j for at at most three time units.

We have shown that, for each k , at most one assignment corresponding to the seven subgraphs
Zk, j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 7, can be true; since the considered assignment satisfies the formula it follows
that for each k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, the last γ parallel jobs of exactly 1 subgraph Zk, j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 7, is
ready for execution at time 6(n − 1) + 3. �

Proof of Lemma 1. We now complete the proof of Lemma 1. We first observe that the above
defined scheduling decisions are compliant with the order and values of the truth assignment of
F ; namely, scheduling of

(1) U and V is independent on the truth assignment of F ;
(2) Wi and Yi only depends on the truth value of variable yi ;
(3) Xi only depends on the truth value of variable xi ;
(4) Zj,k only depends on the eligibility of nodes of the subgraph.

We have shown

(1) subgraphsU and vertex V complete by time D (Claims 1.1 and 1.3);
(2) subgraphsWn ,Xn ,Yn complete by time D − 1 (Claim 1.2);
(3) exactlym subgraphsZj,k complete by time D − 3 (Claim 1.4).

Note that subgraphsZj,k that do not complete by time D − 3 are delayed by at most three time
units; therefore, the last γ parallel jobs of all these 6m remaining subgraphs Zj,k are ready for
execution at time-instant D − 1. By considering vertices UD ,V and processor availability, we can
see that there are 6mγ available processors in [D−1,D]; these processors are sufficient to complete
execution of all remaining subgraphs Zj,k . Therefore, the schedule completes by the deadline D
thus completing the proof of Lemma 1. �

5.2 If GF is Schedulable, then F is True

The CDAG GF constructed in Section 4 has n conditional constructs, where n is the number of
xi variables (and also the number of yi variables) in the quantified Boolean formula F defined in
Equation (2). On any particular complete execution of the task, the outcome of the evaluation of
each of the n conditionals will be either true or false. We will now establish that if GF can be
scheduled upon p processors to complete within its specified deadline D for all 2n possible com-
binations of these outcomes, then the quantified Boolean formula F as defined in Equation (2) is
true. Consider any particular combination of outcomes of the n conditional constructs. Based
upon the construction ofGF from F as described in Section 4, the correspondence of this combina-
tion of outcomes to an assignment of truth values to the universally quantified variables (the yi ’s)
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is quite straightforward: Variable yi is assigned value true (false, respectively) if the conditional
construct in subgraph Yi evaluates to true (false, respectively).

We start out establishing some properties that any such correct schedule must possess.

Claim 1.5. In any correct schedule of GF

(1) The sub-graphU executes such that all vertices inUi (i.e., those in the ith-level partition ofU ’s

vertex set) execute over the time-interval [t − 1, t ).
(2) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, sub-graphWi begins execution at time-instant 6(i − 1) and completes at

time-instant 6i .
(3) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, sub-graphs Xi and Yi begin execution at or after time-instant 6(i − 1)

and complete execution by time-instant 6i .

Proof. Immediately follows from the manner in which the subgraphs were constructed and
connected to each other (see Figures 2 and 3). �

The proof of Lemma 1 above may additionally suggest that the existentially quantified variables
(the xi ’s) be assigned truth values based on the completion times of the vertices labeled Xi and
¬Xi in subgraph Xi : xi should be assigned the value true (false, respectively) if all β WCET-1
jobs represented by the vertex labeled Xi (¬Xi , respectively) in subgraph Xi complete execution
by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3.

However this idea does not quite work: it is possible for neither vertex Xi nor ¬Xi to have
completed execution by time-instant 6(i−1)+3 in a correct schedule forGF . Consider, for instance,
the following quantified Boolean formula:

∀y1 ∃x1 ∀y2 ∃x2 (¬y1 ∨ x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (y1 ∨ x1 ∨ y2).

Observe that if x1 is assigned the value true, then this QBF evaluates to true regardless of the
value assigned to x2 (or indeed, the values of the yi variables); this in turn would imply that if we
were to construct a CDAG for the above quantified Boolean formula as described in Section 4, then
correct schedules exist in which neither vertex in {X2,¬X2} completes by time-instant 6× (2−1)+
3 = 9. Similarly the same claim holds for vertices {Y2,¬Y2} associated to variable y2.

This subtlety makes proving the following lemma somewhat less straightforward than may
appear at first sight. We circumvent it in the following manner: If neither Xi nor ¬Xi (Yi nor ¬Yi )
complete by time 6(i − 1)+ 3, then we define (Definition 4) a suitable truth value to variable xi (yi ),
and we show that this truth assignment makes F true.

Lemma 2. If the CDAG GF constructed as described in Section 4 can always (i.e., for all 2n combi-

nations of outcomes of the evaluations of its n conditional constructs) be scheduled to complete within

a deadline D = 6n + 1 upon p = (6mγ + 2) processors, where γ is as defined in Equation (6), then the

quantified Boolean formula F of Equation (2) is true.

Given a correct schedule for any combination of outcomes for the conditional constructs inGF ,
the following definition determines a truth assignment AS (F ) to the Boolean variables

Definition 4 (Truth Assignment AS (F )). Given a correct schedule S of the CDAG GF , we define
a truth assignment AS (F ) to the xi and yi Boolean variables of the quantified Boolean formula F
of Equation (2) in the following mannner:

(1) xi is assigned truth value true (false) if the vertex Xi (¬Xi ) completes by time 6(i − 1) + 3;
(2) Any unassigned xi is assigned the value true or false arbitrarily;
(3) yi is assigned truth value true (false) according to the outcome of the ith branch condition

of S .
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To prove Lemma 2, we will show that Definition 4 determines a truth assignment AS (F ) to the
Boolean variables such that

(1) each Boolean variable is only assigned one value and, hence, AS (F ) is indeed a well-defined
truth assignment—Claim 2.1.

(2) the truth assignment to variable yi , the ith universally quantified Boolean variable, is com-
pliant with the outcome of the ith conditional construct; i.e., if the ith conditional construct
is true (false), then yi is true (false)—Claim 2.1.

(3) the truth values of xi and yi , the ith existentially and universally quantified Boolean vari-
ables, are compliant with the kind and the order of the quantifiers in F—Claim 2.2.

(4) all clauses of the quantified Boolean formula F are satisfied—Claims 2.3 and 2.4.

The following claim proves that AS (F ) is a well-defined truth assignment; its proof builds upon
the structural properties of correct schedules that were identified in Claim 1.5 above.

Claim 2.1. In any correct schedule of GF it is the case for each i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that

(1) At most one of the vertices {Yi ,¬Yi } completes execution by time 6(i − 1) + 3, and which one

this may be is determined by the outcome of evaluating the conditional expression in subgraph

Wi . Specifically, only Yi (¬Yi , respectively) may complete by time 6(i − 1)+ 3 if the conditional

expression inWi evaluates to true (false, respectively). The other vertex in {Yi ,¬Yi } completes

by time 6i but not before time 6(i − 1) + 5.

(2) At most one of the vertices {Xi ,¬Xi } completes execution by time 6(i−1)+3, and both complete

execution by time 6i .

Proof. We first observe that Claim 1.5 implies that in any correct schedule forGF (i) the initial
vertices of Xi and Yi cannot begin execution before time 6(i − 1), and (ii) subgraphs Xi and Yi

must complete execution by time 6i . It follows that nodes Xi ,¬Xi ,Yi ,¬Yi all complete by time 6i .
We next observe (see Figure 4) that the processor availability left by subgraphU in the interval

[6(i − 1), 6(i − 1) + 2] is 2 × (α + 7m + 3), and thatWi consumes (α + 1) units of this availability
regardless of whether it traverses its upper or its lower branch. This leaves (α + 14m + 5) units of
processor capacity over this interval; since α > 14m+5 (by Equation (4), α > 60m), this implies that
at most one of the two vertices labeled {Y ′i ,¬Y ′i } may have completed execution by time-instant
6(i − 1) + 2.

SinceWi must be executed without any delay it follows that α processing units for processing
nodes {Y ′i ,¬Y ′i } of Yi are available either in [6(i − 1), 6(i − 1) + 1] (if the upper branch of the
conditional construct is taken) or in [6(i−1)+1, 6(i−1)+2] (if the lower branch of the conditional
construct is taken). Note also that there are other (α ) units in the interval [6(i − 1) + 3, 6(i − 1) + 4]
that can be used to complete execution of both {Y ′i and ¬Y ′i }.

Namely, if sub-graphWi executes

(1) the upper branch of its conditional construct then the available processor capacity of α units
in [6(i−1), 6(i−1)+1] can only be used to complete the execution of vertexY ′i , thus allowing
to complete Yi by time 6(i − 1) + 3 and ¬Y ′i by time 6(i − 1) + 4;

(2) the lower branch of its conditional construct then the available capacity in [6(i −1)+1, 6(i −
1)+2] can be used to complete execution of either vertex Y ′i or vertex ¬Yi ¬Y ′i ; however, the
completion of Y ′i by time 6(i − 1) + 2 does not allow to complete the execution of Yi by time
6(i − 1) + 3 and Y ′i by time 6(i − 1) + 4.

It follows that the choice of which of the two vertices labeled {Yi ,¬Yi } may have completed
execution by time-instant 6(i−1)+3 is dictated entirely by the outcome of the conditional construct.
Consequently at most one of the two vertices labeled {Yi ,¬Yi } may have completed execution by
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time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3, and which one this may be is determined by whether subgraph Wi

executed the upper branch or the lower branch of its conditional construct, as claimed.
Note also that if vertex Yi (¬Yi ) is not completed by time 6(i − 1) + 3 then vertex Y ′i (¬Y ′i ) is

completed by time 6(i−1)+4]; this allows to completeYi (¬Yi ) by time 6(i−1)+6 and to complete
the proof of Claim 2.1.(1).

Finally, we observe that the processor availability left by subgraph U in the interval [6(i −
1), 6(i − 1) + 3] is 2× (α + 7m+ 3) + (β + 7m+ 3) = β + 2α + 21m+ 9. But since β > 2α + 21m+ 9 (by
Equation (5), β > 60α while by Equation (4), α > 60m), at most one of the vertices of Xi labeled
{Xi ,¬Xi } may complete execution by time-instant 6(i − 1) + 3, thus completing the proof of the
Claim. �

The next claim establishes that the truth assignment AS (F ) is consistent with the identity and
ordering of quantifiers on the Boolean variables in quantified Boolean formula F of Equation (2).

Claim 2.2. Given a quantified Boolean formula F and a correct schedule S for the CDAG GF con-

structed from F as described in Section 4, the truth assignment AS (F ) of Definition 4 to the xi and

yi Boolean variables in F is done in a manner that is compliant with the kind and the order of the

quantifiers in F .

Proof. Observe first that Claim 2.1 establishes that the decision on which of the vertices
{Yi ,¬Yi } may complete by time 6(i − 1) + 3 depends on the outcome of the conditional construct
inWi and it is not under the control of the scheduler, thus reflecting the universal quantifiers on
the yi variables.

Claim 2.1 also reflects the existential quantifiers on the xi variables in that the scheduler chooses
whether to completeXi or¬Xi by time 6(i−1)+3 before the environment (i.e., run-time conditions)
determines which of Yi+1 and ¬Yi+1 will complete 6i + 3.

Finally, observe that the order of quantifiers is maintained: the scheduler must decide to execute
one of {Xi ,¬Xi } before one of {Yi+1,¬Yi+1} is scheduled; furthermore, the scheduler has to decide
to execute one of {Xi ,¬Xi } after one of {Yi ,¬Yi } is chosen for execution by the environment. �

The next two claims establish properties on the completion time of subgraphsZk, j .

Claim 2.3. If subgraphZk, j completes by time-instant (D−3) in some correct schedule S of F , then

the truth assignmentAS (F ) constructed from S as described in Definition 4 satisfies the kth clause of F .

Proof. Consider any k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m. Recall from Section 4.3 that each of the seven subgraphs
Zk,1,Zk,2, . . . ,Zk,7 “represents” a different one of seven distinct conjuncts obtained by negating
or not negating each of the three literals in the kth clause, such that exactly one of these seven
conjuncts is true in any satisfying assignment. Assume that subgraph Zk, j completes by time
(D−3) in the correct schedule S ; since its makespan is equal to (D−3), it must have been executed
without interruption during the interval [0,D − 3] in S . Let us denote the three literals in the

conjunct represented by Zk, j as ̂�1,̂�2, and ̂�3 (i.e., Zk, j represents the conjunct (̂�1 ∧ ̂�2 ∧ ̂�3)).
Then (as described in. Section 4.3) subgraph Zk, j is a chain with makespan (D − 3), with three
additional incoming edges: for ϱ = 1, 2, 3,

• if literal ̂�ϱ equals xi (¬xi ) then there is an edge from vertex Xi (vertex ¬Xi ) to the (6i + 4)th
vertex ofZk, j ;

• if literal ̂�ϱ equals yi (¬yi ) then there is an edge from vertex Yi (vertex ¬Yi ) to the (6i + 4)th
vertex ofZk, j .

Since Zk, j executes with no interruption in the schedule S , it follows that none of these three
edges delay the execution of Zk, j . Hence, if any of these three edges is from one of the vertices
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Xi ,¬Xi ,Yi , or ¬Yi , then that vertex from which this edge is incoming has completed execution by
time-instant (6i+3) in S , and hence the corresponding literal takes on a truth value true inAS (F ).
From this, we conclude that the truth assignment AS (F ) assigns the truth value true to each of

the three literals ̂�1,̂�2, and ̂�3, and therefore AS (F ) is a satisfying assignment for the kth clause, as
claimed. �

Claim 2.4. For any k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, at most one of the seven subgraphs Zk,1,Zk,2, . . . ,Zk,7 may

complete by time-instant (D − 3) in any correct schedule S of F .

Proof. Assume that subgraph Zk, j completes by time (D − 3) in the correct schedule S , and
consider any j ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7}, j ′ � j. As in the proof of Claim 2.3 above, let us denote the conjunct

represented byZk, j as (̂�1 ∧̂�2 ∧̂�3); furthermore, let us denote the conjunct represented byZk, j′

as (̂�′1 ∧ ̂�′2 ∧ ̂�′3). Since exactly one of the seven conjuncts represented by the seven subgraphs
Zk,1,Zk,2, . . . ,Zk,7 is true in any truth assignment that causes the kth clause to evaluate to
true (as was described in Section 4.3) and none are true in a truth assignment that causes the
kth clause to evaluate to false, it follows that both these conjuncts cannot be true under the

same truth assignment. This in turn implies that one or more of the three literals ̂�1,̂�2, and ̂�3 is

the negation of one or more of the three literals ̂�′1,
̂�′2, and ̂�′3, i.e., there is some integerφ, 1 ≤ φ ≤ n,

such that xφ is a literal in one of the two conjuncts and ¬xφ is a literal in the other, and/ or yφ

is a literal in one of the two conjuncts and ¬yφ is a literal in the other. We consider four possible
cases:

(1) Let us first consider the case where xφ is one of the literals in the conjunct (̂�1 ∧̂�2 ∧̂�3) and

¬xφ is one of the literals in conjunct (̂�′1 ∧ ̂�′2 ∧ ̂�′3). We saw in the proof of Claim 2.3 that
for Zk, j to complete by time-instant (D − 3) it is necessary that the vertex Xφ of subgraph
Xφ complete by time-instant 6(φ − 1) + 3. It must similarly be the case that for Zk, j′ to
complete by time-instant (D−3) it is necessary that the vertex¬Xφ complete by time-instant
6(φ−1)+3. But we saw in Claim 2.1 that this is impossible—at most one of these two vertices
may complete by time-instant 6(φ − 1) + 3. Therefore, in this case, we cannot have both
subgraphsZk, j andZk, j′ complete execution by time-instant (D − 3).

The other three cases:

(2) ¬xφ a literal in conjunct (̂�1 ∧ ̂�2 ∧ ̂�3) and xφ a literal in conjunct (̂�′1 ∧ ̂�′2 ∧ ̂�′3);

(3) yφ a literal in conjunct (̂�1 ∧ ̂�2 ∧ ̂�3) and ¬yφ a literal in conjunct (̂�′1 ∧ ̂�′2 ∧ ̂�′3); and

(4) ¬yφ a literal in conjunct (̂�1 ∧ ̂�2 ∧ ̂�3) and yφ a literal in conjunct (̂�′1 ∧ ̂�′2 ∧ ̂�′3)

may be analyzed analogously to again yield the conclusion that both subgraphs Zk, j and Zk, j′

cannot complete by time-instant (D − 3). �

We now complete the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider one possible assignment B of truth values to the universally quan-

tified variables of F ; we need to show that there exists a truth assignment to existential variables
that is compliant with the order of quantifies and satisfies F . Since the CDAGGF can be scheduled
to always complete by its deadline, for all possible outcomes of the n conditional constructs, we
consider the correct schedule S for the combinations of outcomes such that the outcome of the ith
conditional construct has the same truth value of the ith universally quantified variable in A.

Claim 2.1 ensures that we can define such a truth assignment AS (F ) of variables of F such that
values of yi variables in A and B coincide. Claim 2.2 shows that such assignment is compliant with
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the order of alternation of quantifiers. We now show that this assignment of truth values xi and
yi variables is a satisfying assignment.

Observe (see Figure 4) that there are 6mγ available processors in [D − 1,D] and, therefore, in a
correct schedule at most 6m of the Zk, j subgraphs can complete at time D; processor availability
over the interval [D − 3,D − 1] and the fact that γ > 6β > 360α imply that exactly m of the
Zk, j subgraphs must complete by time (D − 3). By Claim 2.4, we know that for each k there is
at most one subgraph Zk, j that completes by time (D − 3). This, in conjunction with the above
observation, implies that for each k , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, exactly one subgraphZk, j completes at (D−3); by
applying Claim 2.3, we conclude that AS (F ) is a satisfying assignment for the quantified Boolean
formula F . �

6 SUMMARY AND OPEN PROBLEMS

We have shown that feasibility analysis of CDAG tasks, a problem that occurs naturally in the anal-
ysis of complex multiprocessor real-time systems, is computationally highly intractable—pspace
complete, and not solvable by polynomial or pseudo-polynomial time algorithms under the as-
sumption that p � pspace.

Several interesting questions concerning feasibility analysis for CDAG tasks satisfying addi-
tional restrictions remain open. While it can be shown that feasibility analysis for CDAG tasks
in which the number of conditional constructs is a priori bounded from above by a constant is
NP-complete, we do not know the complexity of feasibility analysis if instead it is the number
of processors that is bounded by a constant (notice that our reduction requires the use of poly-
nomially many processors—see Equation (7)). In a similar vein, the complexity is unknown if the
number of conditional constructs in any particular path in the CDAG is bounded by a constant—
again, our reduction results in a CDAG with a path in which the number of conditional constructs
equals the number of universally quantified Boolean variables.

An additional avenue for further research concerns the feasibility analysis of collections of spo-
radic tasks [3]. While an exptime algorithm for solving this problem has been obtained [5, 6], to
our knowledge no lower bound better than np-hard is known. It would be interesting to determine
whether the techniques we have introduced in this article may be adapted to apply to the feasibil-
ity analysis of collections of sporadic tasks as well, to prove a better (i.e., higher) lower bound of
pspace-hardness.
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